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Eliminate paper
forms and
streamline work.
Don’t let forms slow you down! Save time and
costs with intelligent e-Forms.

Go paperless and collect
complete and accurate data
more efficiently.
Forms have been used for many
years, as they provide a clear and
simple way to collect patient and
staff data. However, paper forms
are time-consuming and expensive
to manage, and they require
additional effort to read, analyse
and distribute the information
contained within the document.
Dragon Medical Forms is a
web-based electronic forms
solution that empowers healthcare
organisations to eliminate preprinted paper forms and streamline
processes enterprise-wide, saving
time and costs.
Dragon Medical Forms eliminates
the many problems associated
with completing, managing and
distributing paper form-based
data, including:
– Staff accessibility to forms
– The ability to quickly capture
data and physician signatures at
the point of care
– Having a centralised and
streamlined workflow process
for handling forms
– Clinical risk of misplaced forms
and data errors when re-entering
paper form data into a digital
format
– The capability to integrate with
EHRs and other information
systems to unify data collection
– The ability to automate the
delivery of forms to the
recipients that need them

Improve data entry with voiceenabled e-Forms built for
healthcare.
Dragon Medical Forms has the
added power of Nuance’s industryleading speech recognition
software, Dragon Medical
SpeechKit. The speech-enabled
e-Forms use the latest AI-based
speech recognition technology
to speed up form completion,
allowing healthcare providers to
complete work more efficiently and
accurately.
Beyond simply recording speech,
Dragon Medical Forms’ built in
speech recognition capabilities
drive secure, intelligent voiceenabled workflows with features
such as Auto-texts, custom
medical vocabularies, voice
correction capabilities and more
— empowering clinicians to work
3x faster.
Integrate forms with your EHR
and other Health Information
Systems.
Dragon Medical Forms integrates
easily with all major healthcare
and business systems—so your
organisation can free itself from
paper-heavy processes and
support more mobile-friendly
business initiatives.
Dragon Medical Forms can
integrate with your HIS, EHR,
PAS and other technologies—
reducing data duplication and
errors, improving patient safety
and optimising your current
investments.

Spend less time managing forms
and data entry and more time
treating patients and performing
core tasks. Dragon Medical
Forms improves the efficiency
of your clinicians by automating
forms and manual processes.
––Reduce inefficient and paperheavy processes
––Improve staff accessibility to
forms and boost productivity
––Use speech recognition
technology to complete forms
faster
––Automatically deliver forms to the
people and systems that need
them
––Integrate with key information
systems and unify data collection
––Capture information and
e-Signatures at the point of care
––Improve patient safety and
satisfaction, while reducing risk
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Easily create your own forms
to meet your organisation’s
requirements
Every form is custom designed
to match the end user’s specific
requirements. There’s no limit
to the kind and number of
forms they can create and use.
Customers can create forms that
mirror existing paper forms, with
the added benefit of electronic
binding to extra patient data that
is pre-populated before they
start—saving time and reducing
the chance of errors or omissions.

The e-Forms are transferred to
the right person or information
system intelligently, enabling fast
communication, collaboration and
approvals that improve patient
care.

Centralised form management
and distribution
Dragon Medical Forms’ technology
allows healthcare organisations
to add, edit and manage their
e-Forms for use throughout their
Hospital, Clinic and Community.
Central Forms Management means
new forms, or changes to existing
forms, can be made quickly
and easily and are immediately
available to clinical staff.

Forms that meet your
organisation’s needs
Dragon Medical Forms are
custom and designed to match
an organisation’s specific
requirements. Example forms
include:

Hospital automation and
process improvement
Using virtually any device that can
access the internet and from any
location, clinicians can quickly
access the right e-Forms, collect
information and capture signatures
without printing or scanning.

Completed forms are quickly
distributed to the required
destination through a variety of
media that the end user chooses.
Formats include PDF, DOCX
or RTF files, or as structured
segments via HL7, CDA, FHIR,
XML, JSON, etc.
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Nursing visit records/notes
Doctors’ notes from patient visits
Progress notes
Discharge summaries
Physical forms
Case management forms
Violent patient forms
Supply order forms
Employee forms
Referral forms
And More!

Supported technology and
languages.
Supported Browsers
––Chrome (Desktop)
––Internet Explorer 11 (Desktop)
––Chrome (Android)
––Safari (iOS)
Applications
––Android PWA (App), installed
through browser
Languages
Dragon Medical Forms is available
in English, French and German,
and the displayed language is
based upon the user’s browser
settings (i.e., the language the
browser is configured to display in).
Supported Dictation Devices
––Philips SpeechMike
––Nuance PowerMic

To learn more about Dragon Medical Forms, please
visit www.nuance.com/en-au/healthcare.

www.nuance.com/en-au/healthcare
@voice4health
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